LINKS EDUCATIVOS

• MILITAR GEOGRAPHICAL INSTITUTE OF ECUADOR

MAPS AND EDUCATIONAL SHEETS:
http://www.geograficomilitar.gob.ec/descarga-de-informacion-educativa/

INTERACTIVE LEARNING PAGE (IN SPANISH):
http://www.geoportaligm.gob.ec/geoeduca/web/

• VISIT TO THE GOVERNMENT PALACE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpzhVdp25V0

• VISIT ECUADOR

INFORMATION ABOUT GALAPAGOS AND CONTINENTAL DESTINATIONS. PHOTOS, VIDEOS AND ROUTES (ENGLISH, SPANISH AND OTHER LANGUAGES AVAILABLE)
https://ecuador.travel/es/

• VISIT QUITO, CAPITAL OF ECUADOR

PHOTOS AND VIDEOS OF QUITO AND SURROUNDINGS:
https://visitquito.ec/

• GUAYAQUIL, MAIN PORT OF ECUADOR

VIDEOS:
https://guayaquilturismoep.gob.ec/

• CUENCA, THIRD MOST POPULATED CITY IN ECUADOR

PHOTOS AND VIDEOS:

• ECUADOR IN DIGITAL

INFORMATION ABOUT LEGENDS, FOOD, AND ECUADORIAN TRADITIONS
https://ecuadorendigital.blogspot.com/

• RENOWNED SHORT FILMS

“FRONTERA” (BORDER) BY FABIAN GUAMANI ALDAZ:
https://vimeo.com/329537245

“CANICAS DE CUENTO” (STORY’S MARBLES) BY CARLOS SOSA:
https://vimeo.com/67341436

“LA LEYENDA DE CANTUÑA ANIMADA” (CATUÑA LEGEND) BY PROLIPA EC:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abk2-LkjrTA